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the kaleidoscope ultra2 is a high-performance, small format converter for mac and
pc. the ultra2 features a powerful processor for faster capture conversion, built-in
kaleidoscope internet, easy-to-use digital media player and network connectivity,
the ultra2's tiny size means it can be conveniently mounted to a desktop or even

smartphone. the kaleidoscope ultra2 provides the same high quality hd-sdi
conversion for mac as the kaleidoscope ultra, but with usb power and network

connectivity for complete on-site installation convenience. the ultra2 also lets you
run a native capture of all source sources, including hdmi. it lets you copy the entire
hd-sdi stream to a single file to watch with a computer or portable device, including
the ability to use the mac built-in transport player for playback. the best phone for
skype. the kaleidoscope ultra. the most powerful mac to mac video converter of all
times. the kaleidoscope ultra downloads any videos in bulk and converts them into
a single elegant playlist. then it plays the playlist on any tv or projector with hdmi

output. the ultra can convert both mac and pc video to the widest range of sdi,
hdmi, and computer capture formats. it supports the mac built in transport player.
the ultra also features a unique hd audio passthrough, allowing you to capture and
playback hd audio from multiple video or audio sources simultaneously. the ultra is

the ultimate mac desktop video converter for your live production. it's an ultra
conversion box for mac os x. this thing will only start up when it is plugged in. it will
automatically load all video from your hard drive and convert them to a preset list

of videos. you can also add your own videos to the list. after that, you can start
playing them on your tv using the built in remote control.
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there are many different ways to
use micro converter. it can even

be used to turn computers
monitors into sdi! the micro
converter can be installed
anywhere in a studio or

production environment. they
are compact, portable and silent.

the compact size lets them fit
into tight spaces like the van of a
broadcast truck. micro converter
is a durable item and will last for

many years of use. just make
sure tokeep it cool by storing

them in a cool, dry and dust free
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environment. that way they can
keep working through the hot
summer months. blackmagic
micro converter is the ideal

solution to convert your hdmi to
sdi and sdi to hdmi. whether

youre travelling for a multi day
shoot, working in the field or

doing temporary installations for
short term productions, micro

converter can work in any
environment and can even be

used to convert computers
displays to sdi. here are some

other ways you can use this low
cost solution: the support for

kvm is best in class and will go a
long way in simplifying v2v
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converstion tasks, however it still
lacks the advertised feature to

"redefine" a virtual machine to a
newer version when the older
version is still in the datastore.

for example, if you want to
convert a linux vm image to a
newer linux image, you can do
so by using the v2v converter.

the data in the target vm will be
cloned and when the target vm
is booted up, it will be updated
to the newer image. if you want
to convert a windows vm image
to a newer windows image, you

can also do so. the host machine
will be converted from the old

image to a newer one, then the
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target vm will be booted and
updated to the newer image.
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